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We present a novel approach to study the spin and symmetry electronic properties of buried
interfaces using low-energy spin-resolved photoemission spectroscopy. We show that this method
is sensitive to interfaces buried below more than 20 ML (' 4 nm) MgO, providing a powerful
tool for the non-destructive characterization of spintronics interfaces. As a demonstration, we ap-
ply this technique to characterize the Co2MnSi/MgO interface, a fundamental building block of
state-of-the-art magnetic tunnel junctions based on Heusler compounds. We find that a surface
state with ∆1 symmetry and minority spin character dominating the electronic structure of the
bare Co2MnSi(100) surface is quenched at the Co2MnSi(100)/MgO interface. As a result, the
interface spin-dependent electronic structure resembles the theoretically expected Co2MnSi bulk
band structure, with majority spin electronic states of both ∆1 and ∆5 symmetry. Furthermore
we find an additional thermally-induced contribution in the minority channel, mirroring the ∆1/∆5
asymmetry of the majority channel.
Magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) are a typical
example of exploiting spintronics concepts for indus-
trial applications1,2. A typical MTJ consists of two
ferromagnetic (FM) electrodes spaced by an insulating
material. If a finite voltage is applied to the structure,
the resulting tunneling current will depend on the
relative magnetization direction of both electrodes,
making such devices highly suitable as magnetic sensors
e.g. in hard disk read heads. The occuring resistance
change is called tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) ratio
and serves as the figure of merit for MTJs.
A promising approach to further improve the TMR
ratio and hence the sensitivity and effectiveness of
MTJs is the combination of half-metallic (HM) magnetic
electrodes and crystalline barriers. Utilizing half-metals
as electrodes in MTJs should lead to a complete absence
of a tunneling current for antiparallel magnetization
alignment due to the lack of either initial or final states
for one spin channel, resulting in a nearly infinite TMR
ratio. Most successfully cobalt-based full Heusler com-
pounds like Co2MnSi (CMS) with a Curie Temperature
of ≈ 1000◦C were applied as ferromagnetic half-metals
in tunnel junctions together with amorphous AlOx
barriers as well as advanced epitaxial MgO barriers3,4.
For the latter ones the tunnel probability depends on the
electron eigenstate symmetry, i.e. it can lead to further
increased TMR ratios for ferromagnetic materials with
suitable band structure like Fe or Co5,6. This should
also be the case for CMS7.
Since the tunneling process involves only the outermost
atomic layers of the ferromagnetic leads, the MTJ
performance depends ultimately on the properties of the
very ferromagnetic metal(FM)/insulator interface, more
specifically on its spin polarization and on the symmetry
of the electronic wave functions. As TMR devices have a
typical multilayer structure, the relevant FM/insulator
interfaces are not easy accessible. One possibility to
study such interfaces is to use standard spin-resolved
photoemission spectroscopy. However, the information
depth of this method is limited by the extremely short
electron mean free path, which is lower than 1 nm in
MgO for common ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy
(UPS) and soft X-ray excitation sources (photon energies
between 20 and 350 eV)8. As a result only samples
with ultrathin insulator layers - typically thinner than
2 ML in case of MgO - can be investigated on top of the
ferromagnetic material9–11. In such cases the presence
of pinholes can never be completely ruled out, and as
a consequence the studied interface is not identical to
the interfaces buried in real devices. Going to even
higher excitation energies photoemission spectroscopy
becomes bulk-sensitive, hence no information about the
interface itself can be obtained12. This disadvantage
can be overcome partly by applying more sophisticated
techniques like standing wave core and valence photoe-
mission13, which is a powerful tool to investigate most
of the interface properties. Unfortunately, up to now it
lacks the ability of spin detection.
Here we show that interfaces relevant for advanced
spintronics devices can be directly studied by means
of low-energy spin-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(SR-PES), taking advantage of the extremely large
mean free path of electrons excited close to the conduc-
tion band edge of an insulating layer. We apply this
novel method to characterize the CMS/MgO interface
buried below epitaxial MgO films possessing the same
thickness used in state-of-the-art MTJs (≈ 10 ML). At
the CMS/MgO interface we observe the quenching of
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2a surface state with ∆1 symmetry and minority spin
character, which dominates the electronic structure of
the bare CMS surface in direct vicinity of the Fermi
energy. As a result, the interface spin-dependent
electronic structure resembles the theoretically expected
Co2MnSi bulk band structure showing predominant
majority electron character from both ∆1 and ∆5 states,
i.e. no additional interface states occur. Strikingly,
the spin-polarization of the CMS/MgO interface is
detectable even for much thicker MgO overlayers (up
to more than 20 ML), demonstrating the power of
low-energy SR-PES for the characterization of the spin
and symmetry electronic properties of buried MgO
interfaces.
Samples with the stacking structure
MgO(001)sub/MgO(10 nm)/CMS(50 nm)/MgO(10 ML
∼= 2 nm) were fabricated14 to investigate the electron
symmetry and spin polarization of the CMS/MgO
interface as well as the free CMS surface. Additionally
Mn-rich CMS(30 nm)/MgO(20 ML ∼= 4 nm) samples
served to prove the truly interface-sensitive property
of low-energy SR-PES15. The sample surface normal
and hence the probing direction in all cases is the Γ-X
crystalline direction with respect to CMS. Crystalline
structure and chemical composition of the CMS/MgO
bilayers as well as the CMS surface were controlled
by low energy electron diffraction and Auger electron
spectroscopy. The latter method is further used to
ensure the complete removal of the MgO top layer by
gentle 500 eV Ar+ ion sputtering in order to investigate
the bare CMS surface of the CMS/MgO(10 ML) samples.
Also a very short sputtering cycle with a removal of
max. 1 ML of MgO was applied prior to photoemission
experiments at the interface to remove residual carbon.
As expected, preferential sputtering at MgO did not
take place16. In all cases the samples were subsequently
annealed to 450◦C for at least 30 minutes. Since the
CMS/MgO(20 ML) sample showed only marginal carbon
adsorption at the surface due to less surface defects17, it
was not Ar+ ion sputtered.
For the low-energy SR-PES experiments we used the
fourth harmonic of a femtosecond Ti:Sa oscillator with
hν = 5.9 eV as the light source. A λ2 plate allows
to switch between p- and s-polarization of the laser
beam, which illuminates the sample under a degree of
45◦. Regarding optical dipole selection rules and the
sample surface orientation, the s-polarization setting
will only excite electrons with ∆5 symmetry, while for
p-polarization both ∆1 and ∆5 states are probed
11,18.
By comparing the spectra obtained with the two light
polarizations19 we can probe electronic states with ∆1
symmetry mainly responsible for the tunneling current
in MgO-based MTJs5,7. For comparison with standard
photoemission methods, spin-resolved UPS (SR-UPS)
spectra were recorded using a commercial He VUV
gas discharge lamp providing unpolarized light with
hν = 21.2 eV (He I line). An Omicron CSA-SPLEED
detector allows for energy- and spin-resolution of the
FIG. 1: Majority (red) and minority (black) electron
photoemission spectra of the bare CMS(100) surface
(lower panel) and deduced spin polarization (SP, upper
panel), measured by low-energy SR-PES with
s-polarized (left) and p-polarized laser light (right).
photoemitted electrons. The energy resolution is set
to 210 meV for laser excitation and 420 meV if the
He lamp is used in order to account for the lower
photoemission yield. All measurements were conducted
at room temperature (RT) in a UHV chamber with a
base pressure lower than 10−10 mbar.
For clarity we start discussing the low-energy SR-PES
results obtained from the bare CMS surface. Figure 1
shows the spin-resolved photoemission spectra of the
free CMS(100) surface (lower panel) and the deduced
spin polarization (upper panel), measured by low-energy
SR-PES with p-polarized (left) and s-polarized laser
light (right). For s-polarization the bulk CMS electron
density of states (DOS) (c.f. Ref.20) is reproduced
quite well, with a low photoemission yield directly at
the Fermi energy (EF ) originating from sp states and
distinct peaks originating from d states dominating
the spectra for binding energies below −0.5 eV. The
spin polarization (SP) shows a maximum very near to
EF at EB = −0.2 eV with a value of +45%, possibly
resembling the middle of the minority band gap which
is partly occupied by thermally activated states21. Both
spectra and SP change dramatically at the Fermi energy
when p-polarized light is used for excitation. In this
case the minority channel exhibits a prominent peak
directly at EF , leading to a distinct negative SP of -20%.
This peak can be ascribed to a minority surface state
with ∆1 symmetry for three reasons: (i) it can only
be excited by p-polarized light; (ii) several theoretical
works19,22 predict minority surface states for CMS(001)
and have been already confirmed experimentally for
off-stoichiometric CMS in our previous work19; (iii) the
state vanishes when the surface is covered by MgO, as
described in detail in the following. Furthermore the
majority electron spectra show also a non-vanishing
3FIG. 2: Majority (red) and minority (black) electron
photoemission spectra of the CMS/MgO(10 ML) sample
(lower panel) and deduced spin polarization (upper
panel), measured with SR-UPS (A) and low-energy
SR-PES with p-polarized light (B). (C) same as (B),
but for the CMS/MgO(20 ML) sample. Inset in (A): full
UPS spectrum of the CMS/MgO(10 ML) sample with
spectral feature from the oxygen 2p peak at
EB = −5 eV .
photoemission yield near EF , which we attribute to
a mixture of additionally excited ∆1 bulk states and
surface resonances.
Let us now turn to the results obtained for the
CMS/MgO(10 ML) system. Figure 2 (A) shows the
UPS spectra (bottom panel) and the corresponding
spin-polarization (upper panel). In the UPS spectra
almost no photoemission signal is detected close to
EF . For lower binding energies a clear feature at
EB = −5 eV arising from the oxygen 2p peak in MgO
is observed (inset of Fig. 2 (A)). This clearly shows that
only the MgO top layer is spectroscopied by SR-UPS,
revealing the MgO band gap in the vicinity of EF . The
low-energy SR-PES results shown in Fig. 2 (B) show a
completely different behavior: The spectra themselves
resemble the ones obtained at the CMS surface using
s-polarized laser light (c.f. Fig. 1), although the features
are washed out. The inferred interface SP also shows
high similarity with a maximum value of + 35-40%
in vicinity of the Fermi energy, dropping down to
roughly 20% at higher binding energies. The spectra
recorded with s-polarized light (not shown) are almost
identical to the spectra in Fig. 2(B), even though for
p-polarization the photoemission yield is increased in
general due to excitation of additional states, as will be
discussed in detail in the next paragraph. The striking
similarity of the low-energy SR-PES spectra from the
bare CMS surface to those from the CMS/MgO(10 ML)
interface clearly indicates that the low-energy SR-PES is
extremely sensitive to the buried CMS/MgO interface,
in strong contrast to SR-UPS. Note that the uncovered
CMS sample features bulk-like spectroscopic properties
if s-polarized light is used, since surface resonances
FIG. 3: Left panel: Energy-resolved p-s asymmetry of
the CMS free surface (upper panel) and the
CMS/MgO(10 ML) interface (lower panel). The
majority (minority) channel is marked with red
triangles (black squares). Right panel: Energy level
alignment at the CMS/MgO interface and electrons
excited by low-energy SR-PES traversing the MgO layer
without scattering, resulting in the interface sensitivity
of this method.
and surface states can not be excited. Evaporation of
MgO on top otherwise leads to a complete suppression
of CMS surface contributions, thus no surface-related
states can be observed anymore even with p-polarized
light. The small spectroscopic discrepancies between the
free CMS surface and the interface originate solely from
interface spectra smearing due to both quasi-elastic and
inelastic scattering at defects directly at the interface.
These defects are inevitably induced by the finite lattice
mismatch between CMS and MgO17,23. Furthermore
our results clearly show that the found ∆1 minority
surface state does not convert into an interface state, as
it is the case e.g. at the CoFe/MgO interface11. This
would significantly influence the TMR properties since
∆1 states by far contribute most to the tunneling cur-
rent5. We do not find any indication of interface states
having ∆1 or∆5 symmetry at least in the investigated
energy range, since no additional features appear in the
interface spectra compared to the free surface.
Despite the astonishing fact that we are able to detect
an actual interface spin polarization throughout a MgO
thickness of 10 ML, it is further remarkable that the
total photoemission yield of the CMS/MgO structure
is not lowered distinctively compared to the free CMS
surface. This observation still holds even for MgO layers
thicker than 10 ML, as demonstrated by the low-energy
SR-PES spectra measured from a CMS/MgO(20 ML)
sample shown in Fig. 2 (C). The origin of such extreme
interface sensitivity can be understood within the
following multi-step model: Low-energy SR-PES, if
applied to metals is strongly surface sensitive19, as the
electron mean free path is only ≤ 1nm. If applied to
the CMS/MgO (or more generally to a metal/insulator)
4interface, due to the high penetration depth of the used
laser wavelength in MgO, electrons are excited easily
near EF in the uppermost CMS layers and will traverse
the interface. Inside the MgO these electrons will occupy
states in the conduction band at 2.8 eV above EF ,
assuming a band gap of 7.8 eV24 and a valence band
maximum at -5 eV12. Since the excitation energy is
5.9 eV, only the lowest 3.1 eV of the conduction band
will be accessible, see the right panel of Fig. 3. Com-
paring this to the energy band gap value, one concludes
that there is simply no allowed phase space for inelastic
electron-electron scattering with MgO valence electrons.
Therefore quasi-elastic transport of the electrons to the
sample surface and subsequent emittance is possible
even for MgO coverages thicker than 20 ML, making
low-energy SR-PES extremely interface sensitive.
Before passing, we evaluate the p-s asymmetry A =
Ip−Is
Ip+Is
using the respective energy-resolved normalized photoe-
mission intensities. This allows us to discuss the relative
∆1/∆5 contributions at the Fermi energy for minority
and majority channel of both the CMS surface (upper
part of Fig. 3, left) and the CMS/MgO(10 ML) interface
(lower part), as explained in Ref.19. At the free surface
both spin channels show enhanced asymmetry values
near EF compared to higher binding energies, resulting
from the minority surface state and majority surface
resonances (surface contributions intrinsically exhibit ∆1
symmetry). On contrary, the interface asymmetry varies
only marginally, which is in accordance with CMS bulk
band structure calculations7,20 predicting an identical
dispersion of the ∆1 and ∆5 majority bands near EF
along the Γ-X direction we probe.
Although in this study only measurements at RT are
presented, our findings finally allow us to illuminate
the actual cause for the drastic performance loss at RT
of MTJs consisting of CMS and MgO, which is still
controversially discussed. At first we assume that the
minority states found by us at the interface are induced
only thermally. Since the related p-s-asymmetry is
virtually identical to the majority one, a possible origin
is that the majority ∆1 and ∆5 states are projected
partly onto the minority channel due to noncollinear
interface magnetic moments. This is in fact predicted
theoretically by Miura et al. , who investigated the in-
fluence of exchange stiffness lowering at the CMS/MgO
interface25. Additionally our findings would explain
in an elegant way the experimentally found lack of
spectral changes in temperature-resolved spin-integrated
photoemission measurements at CMS26, since the
majority DOS would simply be mirrored in the minority
channel for higher temperatures and hence showing a
non Stoner-model-like behavior.
In summary, we have successfully applied low energy
SR-PES to study the spin- and symmetry properties
of the CMS/MgO interface buried below MgO films
with the same thickness used in state-of-the-art MTJ
structures, and thus free from detrimental MgO pin-
holes appearing for ultra-thin coverage. A comparison
between the interface spectra and the spectra from the
CMS free surface revealed the complete suppression of
the minority surface state present at the CMS surface,
and no additional interface states at the CMS/MgO
interface. The interface spectra thus reflect mainly the
bulk CMS DOS with a constant ∆1/∆5 ratio and a
distinct positive spin polarization, confirming the latest
theoretical explanation of the TMR ratio temperature
dependence in state-of-the-art CMS/MgO MTJs. More-
over, we have shown that the strong interface sensitivity
of the low energy SR-PES still holds for MgO barriers as
thick as 20 ML, opening the way for the non-destructive
characterization of the spin and symmetry properties of
buried metal/insulator interfaces.
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